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Abstract— The separation of intradomain and interdomain routing is a
key feature of the Internet routing architecture. However, intradomain
routing protocols such as OSPF and IS-IS do have a (sometimes significant) influence on the path-selection process in Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP). In this paper, we argue that researchers should revisit the “interface” between the two tiers of the Internet routing system. Toward this end,
we present an initial analysis of the impact of OSPF on BGP in a large ISP
network. We propose a general methodology for associating BGP update
messages with events visible in OSPF. Then, we apply our methodology
to streams of OSPF link-state advertisements and BGP update messages.
Our analysis shows that (i) “hot potato” routing is sometimes a significant
source of BGP updates, (ii) BGP updates can lag  seconds behind the related OSPF event, which can cause delays in forwarding-plane convergence,
(iii) OSPF-triggered BGP updates have a nearly uniform distribution across
destination prefixes, and (iv) the fraction of BGP messages triggered by
OSPF varies significantly across time and router locations, with important
implications on external monitoring of BGP. Our measurement methodology and analysis results represent an important step in understanding the
interplay between intradomain and interdomain routing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The delivery of Internet traffic depends on the operation
of the routing protocols running in and between thousands of
Autonomous Systems (ASes). From the early days of the
ARPANET, distributed management of the Internet by different institutions was an important design goal [1]. The Internet’s
two-tiered routing system allows ASes to exchange routing information without divulging their internal details to each other.
This also allows each AS to select its own Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP). These IGPs are typically “metric based” to give operators control over resource allocation within their networks.
For example, OSPF [2] and IS-IS [3] compute shortest paths
based on link weights assigned by the operators. In contrast, the
design of the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) emphasizes scalability to a large number of ASes and address blocks, as well as
the use of locally-configurable routing policies.
The separation of intradomain and interdomain routing offers
other important performance benefits:
 Scalability: Link-state protocols such as OSPF and IS-IS rely
on flooding of link-state advertisements (LSAs), which wouldn’t
scale to a network the size of the Internet.
 Isolation: The boundary between IGP and BGP decreases the
influence of intradomain routing changes on the stability of the
global Internet routing system.
 Simplicity: The two-tiered routing system would ideally enable a separation of concerns in reasoning about the properties
of the IGPs and BGP, for debugging routing problems and analyzing measurement data.
These properties depend on the exact details of the interface
between the two tiers of the routing architecture. We believe
that the networking community needs to revisit these (sometimes implicit) design decisions, due to important changes in
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the past fifteen years:
 Commercial constraints: BGP routing policies depend on
the commercial relationships between ASes, and “hot potato”
routing causes a router to direct traffic to the “closest” exit point
en route to the destination.
 Network size: Large ASes typically require a hierarchical distribution of reachability information via internal BGP
(iBGP), resulting in more complex IGP/BGP interaction [4].
Also, large networks experience more topology changes due to
failures and planned maintenance.
 Traffic engineering: Network operators change IGP link
weights to adapt to changes in traffic and prepare for maintenance [5]. This may lead to more frequent BGP routing changes
induced by “hot potato” routing.
 Real-time applications: Slow routing protocol convergence
affects the performance of real-time applications such as telephony and gaming. Yet, ironically, the demands of these applications may encourage more frequent changes to the IGP
weights to circumvent congestion.
In reality, the desirable properties of scalability, isolation, and
simplicity do not necessarily hold, since the IGPs affect BGP in
terms of:
 Hot-potato routing: The IGP path distances affect the BGP
decision process. If multiple BGP routes are “equally good,” the
router selects the route with the “closest” exit point in the IGP
sense.
 Next-hop reachability: The IGP determines whether the
routers in the AS believe that the exit point associated with the
BGP route is reachable.
 iBGP message delivery: The iBGP sessions used to propagate BGP routes inside the AS depend on the IGP for message
delivery. Transient packet loss during IGP routing convergence
could trigger iBGP session failures.
 Multi-exit discriminator: An AS can use the MED attribute
in BGP to specify exactly where traffic should enter the AS.
When used, MED metrics are often tied directly to the AS’s
IGP path distances, making internal IGP instability visible to
neighboring ASes1 .
Our primary goal is to understand the interplay between IGPs
and BGP through measurement studies of operational networks.
After a brief background discussion of IP routing in Section II,
Section III proposes a methodology for combining independent
measurements of the OSPF and BGP protocols to identify which
BGP update messages are triggered by OSPF events. Then, Section IV presents our initial measurement results from a joint
analysis of OSPF LSAs and BGP update messages collected
from the IP backbone of a large ISP. Although previous mea

We do not investigate MED-based cold-potato routing in this paper.
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Fig. 1. Interaction between eBGP, iBGP, and IGP

surement studies have characterized OSPF/IS-IS LSAs [6–9] or
BGP updates [9–12] in isolation, we believe this is the first paper to present a joint analysis of the two datasets. The paper
concludes in Section V with a summary of our results and a discussion of avenues for future work.
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Ignore if exit point unreachable
Highest local preference
Lowest AS path length
Lowest origin type
Lowest MED (with same next-hop AS)
eBGP-learned over iBGP-learned
Lowest IGP path cost to exit point (“Hot potato”)
Lowest router-id of BGP speaker
TABLE I
S TEPS IN THE BGP DECISION PROCESS

In large service provider networks, the forwarding table at
each router depends on the interaction between multiple routing
protocols. In the example in Figure 1, router  learns a route
to a destination prefix from an external BGP (eBGP) neighbor
and propagates this information to router  via internal BGP
(iBGP);  uses IGP information to (i) determine that  is the
closest exit point and (ii) compute the outgoing link along a
shortest path to  . This section explains these protocols and
their interactions in more detail, focusing on OSPF as an example of an IGP.

ASes. Such a network can also have multiple BGP sessions with
each neighbor AS. As a result, a router may receive routes for
a destination prefix from multiple neighbors. The router applies
import policies to filter unwanted routes and to manipulate the
attributes of the remaining routes. The router then invokes a
decision process to select exactly one “best” route for each destination prefix among all the routes learned from its neighbors.
Different routers in an AS apply the BGP decision process independently and might select different “best” routes for the given
prefix, depending on their locations in the network. Ultimately,
each router applies export policies to manipulate attributes and
decide whether to advertise the best route to each neighbor.
In addition to having BGP sessions with neighboring ASes,
routers may use BGP to distribute routing information within an
AS. Instead of having a full mesh of iBGP sessions, a large AS
may introduce hierarchy through the use of route reflectors or
confederations [14].

A. Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)

C. OSPF Impact on BGP Updates

OSPF [2] is a link-state routing protocol where each unidirectional link is assigned an administrative weight. The reliable flooding of link-state advertisements (LSAs) ensures that
each router can construct a complete view of the network topology. LSAs are flooded periodically and in response to network events, such as weight changes and equipment going up
or down. Each router runs Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute the
shortest paths to every other node and uses the results to build
the forwarding table. This ensures that, in steady state, each
IP packet is forwarded along a shortest path in terms of link
weights. For scalability, OSPF allows the network to be divided
into areas to define a two-level hierarchy. Area (the backbone
area) resides at the top level of the hierarchy and provides connectivity to the other areas.

Table I summarizes the steps in the BGP decision process.
Several steps depend on BGP attributes (such as local preference, AS path length, origin type, and MED) that are conveyed
in route advertisements and can be manipulated by local policies. However, OSPF controls the two steps listed in bold-face.
First, the router must determine if the BGP “next hop” (the “exit
point”) is reachable. Then, if multiple routes proceed through
the next five steps of the decision process, the OSPF path distance is used to select a route with the nearest exit point. For
example, in Figure 1, the failure of router  , a link failure inside
the network, or a change in OSPF weights could cause router 
to select the route from .
To summarize the interaction between OSPF and BGP, consider what happens when a link fails along the path from  to
 , causing
to become the closest exit point:
1. LSA flooding: One (or both) of the end-points of the link
detect that a failure has occurred and initiates reliable flooding
of an LSA to the rest of the network.
2. OSPF processing:  receives the LSA, updates its link-state
database, and recomputes its shortest paths.
3. BGP processing:  revisits the BGP routing decisions for
each destination prefix. Some decisions come down to step
that depends on the OSPF path distance. Router  selects a
new best path with exit point for these prefixes and modifies
its BGP routing table. Then,  combines the OSPF and BGP
information to modify the forwarding-table entries for each of
these prefixes.
4. BGP updates:  considers whether to send an update message to its BGP neighbors.  would send the new route to iBGP

II. O PERATIONAL V IEW OF IP ROUTING

B. Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
BGP [13] is a path-vector protocol that allows each AS to apply local policies in selecting and propagating routes for each
destination prefix. Two routers exchange BGP messages over
an underlying TCP connection. BGP routers send new update
messages only when something has changed. An advertisement
notifies a neighbor of a new or a modified route, whereas a withdrawal revokes a route that is no longer available. An advertisement may be a “replacement” of an earlier route (i.e., an implicit
withdrawal) or a new “announcement” for a prefix. Each advertisement includes various route attributes, including the list of
ASes along the path.
A large backbone network typically has multiple BGPspeaking routers, and BGP sessions with multiple neighboring
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Starting with an initial BGP routing table, a stream of BGP
update messages from a router reflects a series of changes in
the best route for certain prefixes. Determining why a router
changes from one route to another is difficult in practice, since
multiple events may trigger the same BGP update message. The
root cause is not necessarily an OSPF event. New advertisements from neighboring ASes and changes in local routing policies can cause changes in the best path as well. For example,
suppose that a router switches its best route for a destination
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B. BGP Update Classification

BGP update (p)
announcement(s)

r.e

OSPF affects BGP through changes in the reachability or path
distance from one router to another. Some OSPF link-state advertisements (LSAs) have no influence on BGP: (i) LSAs sent
periodically as part of OSPF soft-state refresh, (ii) links with
high OSPF weights that do not appear on any shortest path (e.g.,
links under maintenance or provisioning), and (iii) links that always appear as part of multiple shortest paths with other links
(e.g., parallel links between two routers). Other OSPF LSAs
may affect the BGP decisions at multiple routers in the network.
For example, a single link failure or OSPF weight change might
alter the shortest-path distance for multiple pairs of routers. A
single router coming up or down would change the exit-point
reachability for routers throughout the AS.
Given a stream of OSPF LSAs, we identify individual
“events” that can affect BGP:
1. Change LSAs: The algorithm filters OSPF LSAs originated
as part of periodic refresh to focus only on LSAs triggered by
network changes.
2. Path computation: For each “change LSA”, we emulate the
OSPF shortest-path computation [2] to determine the distance
from each router to every other router.
3. BGP-visible changes: For each router, we identify any
changes in the path distance for reaching other routers. The output of this step is zero or more entries that were added (   ),
deleted (  ), or changed (  ). Each entry includes a time
stamp and the loopback IP addresses of the source and destination routers;   and  entries also include the path
distance of the (new) shortest path to the destination router.
In the next subsection, we identify cases where the  ,
 , and  events may be responsible for a change in the
source router’s BGP routing decisions.

s.e

A. BGP-Visible OSPF Routing Events

!=

In this section, we first describe how we process a stream of
OSPF LSAs to identify “events” that may affect BGP. Next we
discuss how we classify the BGP update messages to associate
them with related OSPF events.

xit

III. A NALYSIS M ETHODOLOGY

prefix from  to  . One possibility is that an eBGP neighbor
started advertising a more attractive route  (say, with a shorter
AS path); another possibility is that an increase in the IGP path
distance to  ’s exit point caused the router to prefer a closer exit
point with route  .
To aid the analysis, we propose a classification of BGP update
messages that identifies the types of OSPF events that could explain a change we see in the BGP-level routing decision. Figure 2 illustrates how we classify a BGP update message for a
prefix ( ) generated by a particular router ( ). For each class
of BGP update, the figure also lists the types of possible OSPF
events that could have caused it. Let us explain the classification
of Figure 2 by following down the branches in the decision tree.
We refer to the best route for the prefix before the update as
 , and the best route after the update as  . If  is null, the figure
categorizes the update as an announcement for prefix  . The
possible cause is an OSPF  that made the exit point  !#"
reachable from the router. Similarly, if  is null, the update is a
withdrawal of the route  . The possible cause in this case is a
 that made $ %&" unreachable.

r.e

neighbors, such as route-reflector clients if  is a route reflector. For each eBGP neighbor,  applies the export policy to filter the route or modify its attributes.  exports the route if any
externally-visible attributes have changed (e.g., the new route
has a different AS path, perhaps with the same length).
Even if eBGP neighbors do not receive a new update message,
changes in the exit point affect how traffic flows through the
network and on to neighboring ASes.

s worse

s better
ADD s.exit?

DEL r.exit?
same

CHG r.exit, s.exit?
ADD s.exit?
DEL r.exit?

hot potato

Possible OSPF cause
No OSPF cause

Fig. 2. Classification of BGP updates sent by a single router

If both  and  are non-null, route  replaces  . For this case,
further analysis narrows down the possible OSPF causes. If the
two routes have the same exit point, then OSPF cannot have
triggered the routing change; indeed, this is the only case where
we can completely dismiss OSPF as a possible cause simply
by examining the BGP message. When the exit points differ, a
more detailed comparison of  and  in terms of steps – ' in
the BGP decision process in Table I refines our understanding
of the possible role of OSPF. An   that makes  (!&" reachable could allow a switch to a better route, whereas a ) that
makes $ !#" unreachable could force a switch to a worse route.
However, if the two routes are equally good, the change could
be caused by either of these two events, or by a * that increases the distance to $ (!&" or decreases the distance to  %&" .
C. Matching BGP Updates and OSPF Routing Changes
We associate BGP update messages with specific OSPF
events by emulating the changes in the OSPF and BGP rout-
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ing state from the viewpoint of a particular router. Starting with
initial OSPF and BGP routing tables, our algorithm attempts to
match each BGP update with a specific OSPF event. For each
BGP update message + , we use the following criteria to determine whether an OSPF event  can be considered as a candidate:
1. The type of  should match the classification scheme of Figure 2.
2. The source and destination routers of  should be the same
as source router and exit point of + , respectively.
3.  should occur “close” in time relative to the BGP update
message + .
For example, a BGP announcement of route  at time ' could
be matched with an  of  (!&" that happened at time , ;
however, the BGP announcement would not be matched with
 or * events, no matter when they occurred or what
exit points they involved. If a replacement of  by  appears to
match a  event, we verify that the OSPF change makes
 !#" closer than $ %&" , or makes $ %&" further than - %&" .
The algorithms faces two main challenges:
 Timing issues: In some cases, a BGP message does not match
any related OSPF event. In other cases, multiple matches may
occur at different points in time, and we select the nearest match
within a specified time window. In fact, with a very large time
window, our algorithm would probably find a relevant OSPF
event for nearly every BGP update message! On the other hand,
a very small time window would lead to false negatives, and
an undercounting of the influence of OSPF on BGP. In practice, negative delays between the OSPF event and the BGP update message could conceivably happen, depending on where
the data are collected. The reliable flooding of OSPF LSAs is
typically implemented in software on the router, which may subject these messages to higher delays. In contrast, BGP updates
are sent via a TCP connection between two routers; the IP packets carrying these messages traverse the “fast forwarding path”
through the network. As such, BGP messages might reach a
measurement location before the OSPF LSA responsible for the
routing change.
 eBGP Effect: Even with a “good” setting of the time window, our algorithm could match a BGP message with an unrelated OSPF event. The BGP routing change could be caused by
an external event, such as a policy change or an eBGP route update (e.g., a withdrawal of a route  by an eBGP neighbor that
causes the router to replace  by  ). Yet, a seemingly-related
OSPF event could occur nearby in time (e.g., a  event that
makes - %&" closer than $ %&" ). Our algorithm would mistakenly associate the replacement of  by  with the OSPF event.
(In practice, the OSPF event would have caused a similar routing
change anyway if the BGP event hadn’t happened first!) In any
case, these kinds of mismatches are difficult to avoid. Our finegrained classification of the BGP routing changes in Figure 2
reduces the possibility of these kinds of mismatches. Careful
selection of the time window helps as well, as we explore experimentally next.
IV. M EASUREMENTS AND R ESULTS
We applied our matching algorithm to OSPF LSAs and BGP
update messages collected in a large commercial backbone. Af-

ter a brief description of our measurement infrastructure, we
show that BGP updates typically occur within one to two minutes of the related OSPF event, due perhaps to the 60-second
BGP “scan” timer [15]. Then, we show that OSPF-triggered
BGP updates have a nearly uniform distribution across destination prefixes, in sharp contrast to the remaining BGP updates.
Last, we discuss how the impact of OSPF events on BGP routing changes varies significantly across time and router location.
A. OSPF and BGP Monitoring
We have deployed OSPF and BGP monitors in the commercial backbone to collect OSPF LSAs and BGP updates. The
OSPF monitor establishes an adjacency with a router in area 0
of the backbone, and archives all LSAs. The BGP monitor has
an iBGP session (running over TCP) to the same router; using
an iBGP session allows the monitor to see changes in the “exit
point” of BGP routes. The BGP monitor also dumps its own
routing table once a day to provide an initial view of the best
route for each prefix. To minimize the timing effects, both monitors run on the same server, which has a physical connection to
the router. The analysis in this section focuses on data collected
in June 2003. Neither monitor experienced any disruption in its
routing session during this period.
To understand if IGP events cause iBGP session resets, we analyzed data collected by a separate monitor with iBGP sessions
to routers throughout the network. These iBGP sessions include
multi-hop TCP connections to remote locations that would be
more vulnerable to disruption during IGP routing convergence.
During June 2003, each of these iBGP sessions experienced 2–
3 resets, perhaps due to temporary disruption of the monitor’s
connection to the rest of the network. These results suggest that
OSPF events were not a significant contributor to iBGP session
resets in the network. In analyzing the OSPF event stream in
isolation, we find very few   and . events. This is not
surprising since  ) and  events would only occur when
routers go up or down (say, due to failures or router reboots) or
the network becomes partitioned. Ultimately, nearly all OSPF
events reflect changes in path distance.
B. Time Difference Between OSPF and BGP
We first explore the timing of OSPF-triggered BGP updates,
with the goal of identifying a good window size for matching
BGP updates with OSPF events. Our analysis focuses on data
collected on June 25, 2003. We discuss the daily variation of
these results in Section IV-D. In Figure 3, we plot the cumulative distribution of the time between the receipt of a BGP update
message and the nearest OSPF LSA identified by our matching
algorithm. For completeness, we consider OSPF events from ten
minutes before the BGP update to ten minutes after. However,
the x-axis in Figure 3 shows the period for BGP updates that arrive between ten seconds before the OSPF LSA to three minutes
after, where the vast majority of the matches occur. The y-axis
plots the cumulative percentage of all BGP updates associated
with an OSPF event. Some BGP messages are not matched with
any OSPF event. Our algorithm found matches for just /0,! 132
of the BGP updates, even with a 45 -minute time window.
The graph shows that most of the OSPF-triggered BGP messages are generated within  seconds of the receipt of the re-
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messages versus the cumulative percentage of the prefixes for
the June 2003 data. The prefixes are sorted according to their
contribution to the number of BGP messages. The middle curve
corresponds to all the BGP messages. About 4-?2 of prefixes
contribute @$32 of the BGP updates, consistent with previous
findings.
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Fig. 3. Time difference between BGP update message and OSPF event

lated OSPF LSA. The shape of the graph can be explained in
terms of several low-level timers controlling the operation of the
routing protocols. Cisco routers have timers (spf-delay and spfholdtime [16]) that typically introduce ' – /( seconds of delay
in starting the shortest-path computation after an LSA arrives.
In addition, BGP routes are not updated immediately after an
OSPF routing change. Instead, a scanner process runs every seconds to update BGP routes [15]. Since LSAs can arrive at
any time within this  -second period, we observe that the cumulative percentage of BGP updates increases linearly within
the – - second window in Figure 3.
The relatively long delays between the OSPF event and the
BGP routing change may have important implications on the
convergence of the forwarding plane2 . Convergence delay has
been a subject of much interest in the networking research community in the past few years. However, previous work has focused on OSPF/IS-IS [17] and BGP [18, 19] in isolation. The
results in Figure 3 suggest that the interaction between the two
protocols may have important implications on the convergence
of the forwarding path.
Although the  -axis in Figure 3 covers times in the
687
/:9(/(1-:; range, our algorithm did match a small number of
BGP messages to OSPF events over larger time windows. We
believe that these are false matches caused by two independent
events (as explained in Section III-C). Based on the results in
Figure 3, and similar
results on different days, we believe that
6<7
/(:9(/(1=; is a reasonable way to reduce the
a time window of
number of false matches; we use this window for the rest of this
section. In our ongoing work, we are exploring additional ways
to avoid incorrect matches.
C. Impact of OSPF on BGP Updates Across Prefixes
Previous work has shown that a small fraction of prefixes are
responsible for most of the BGP route updates [9]; more recent studies have shown that the popular prefixes responsible
for most of the traffic experience very few BGP updates [11,
12]. Figure 4 plots the cumulative distribution of BGP update
>

Note that the extra delay for BGP routing changes does not affect the stability of the forwarding path for the iBGP sessions. The IP packets sent over
iBGP sessions travel between routers within the backbone, and the forwarding
of traffic between these routers depends only on OSPF!
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Fig. 4. Cumulative distribution of BGP updates across prefixes

However, the bottom curve shows that the distribution of
OSPF-triggered BGP updates is nearly uniform across the destination prefixes! This occurs because OSPF  events can
affect the path costs to reach exit points across a wide variety
of prefixes. Still, some prefixes do not experience many OSPFtriggered BGP updates, as seen in the flat portion in the upperright part of the graph. We believe this corresponds to prefixes
with only one BGP exit point; “hot potato” routing is not relevant for prefixes with a single exit point. Still, the uniform
distribution across the bulk of the prefixes may have important
implications. For the most stable prefixes, OSPF events may be
the primary cause of iBGP routing changes. Since some of these
prefixes are responsible for a large amount of traffic, limiting the
changes in how traffic travels to neighboring domains could be
quite useful.
D. Variability over Time and Router Location
The influence of OSPF on BGP varies significantly across
time. Figure 3 shows that OSPF events were responsible for
about /0,! 132 of the BGP updates on a single day in June. However, this number varied from ?2 to 45A32 over the A days in
the month: this number was less than /$2 for 4-A of the A- days.
In general, the vast majority of the OSPF  events did not
affect the proximity of the exit point for any BGP prefix at this
router.
However, the likelihood that a * event affects the selection of the BGP best route depends on how close the router is
to each of the exit points. For a router in the same Point-ofPresence (PoP) as one of the exit points, the probability that an
OSPF  event would make another exit point more attractive is extremely low. To study this effect, we analyzed the data
collected by the route monitor with separate iBGP sessions with
multiple route reflectors in the network. We applied our matching algorithm to this data using the OSPF LSAs collected at the
other monitoring location, with the clocks on the two monitors
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synchronized using NTP. The fraction of BGP updates triggered
by OSPF events per day varied from –,3@2 across the route
reflectors for the month of June.
These results may have important implications on external BGP monitoring at public collection points like RouteViews [20]. Depending on which router in an AS provides
the feed to RouteViews, the external data may look very different. The external view of the data would vary depending on
what fraction of the internal OSPF events trigger BGP routing
changes, and what fraction of these BGP changes are exported
via eBGP.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
The interplay between intradomain and interdomain routing
has important implications on the stability and efficiency of Internet routing and, in turn, on end-to-end performance. In this
paper, we have presented a methodology for joint analysis of
OSPF and BGP measurement data and an initial characterization of the interplay between the protocols. Our initial results
suggest that hot-potato routing may play an important role in
BGP routing changes, and that BGP updates can lag - seconds
behind the related OSPF events. We also show that the fraction
of BGP updates that are triggered by OSPF events varies significantly across time and router location, suggesting a need for
further analysis and modeling of how the protocols interact. Our
ongoing work focuses on:
 Matching algorithm: To improve the matching of BGP updates with OSPF events, we plan to correlate BGP updates from
multiple vantage points in the network and group updates appearing close together in time. We also want to extend our
classification scheme to incorporate the details of how OSPFtriggered BGP updates are propagated through the iBGP hierarchy.
 Data analysis: We plan to explore how much influence the
OSPF-triggered BGP updates have on the flow of traffic in the
network, by combining our analysis with flow-level measurements of the traffic at the prefix level. We are also investigating
what fraction of OSPF-triggered BGP updates are exported to
eBGP neighbors and how much these kinds of updates might affect the analysis of BGP measurements collected at public route
servers.
 Improving isolation: We are investigating protocol extensions and operational practices that would decrease BGP’s reaction to IGP changes. For example, protocols such as MPLS
could be used to tunnel to exit points, to separate “hot-potato”
routing from the details of the path distances between routers.
We are also investigating ways to tune IGP weights (for traffic
engineering and planned maintenance) without triggering BGP
routing changes.
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